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Fundamentals of Detection TheoryFundamentals of Detection Theory
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Detection Theory in Signal Detection Theory in Signal 
ProcessingProcessing
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Radar SystemsRadar Systems

Electromagnetic pulseElectromagnetic pulse

Reflection on a large moving objectReflection on a large moving object

aircraftaircraftecho in noiseecho in noise

nothingnothingnoisenoise

DecisionDecisionDetectionDetection
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Communication SystemsCommunication Systems

BPSK SystemBPSK System

One sent One sent One in noiseOne in noise

Zero sentZero sentZero in noiseZero in noise

DecisionDecisionDetectionDetection
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Speech SystemsSpeech Systems

Which Digit from 0 to 9 was spoken?Which Digit from 0 to 9 was spoken?

““One” spokenOne” spoken““One” in noiseOne” in noise

““Zero” spokenZero” spoken““Zero” in noiseZero” in noise

DecisionDecisionDetectionDetection
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Central ProblemCentral Problem

Determining the Function Determining the Function of the Dataof the Data

Mapping it into a decisionMapping it into a decision

DecisionDecision--making based on data making based on data 

statistical hypothesis testingstatistical hypothesis testing
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The Detection ProblemThe Detection Problem

Signal presentSignal present

Only noise presentOnly noise present

Binary Hypothesis Testing ProblemBinary Hypothesis Testing Problem

Multiple Hypothesis Testing ProblemMultiple Hypothesis Testing Problem
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The Mathematical Detection The Mathematical Detection 
ProblemProblem

Detection of a DC level of amplitude A = 1Detection of a DC level of amplitude A = 1
embedded in Gaussian noise embedded in Gaussian noise ωω[n] with[n] with
variance variance σσ²². We have to decide between two. We have to decide between two
Hypotheses:Hypotheses:

ΗΗ0 : x[0] = 0 : x[0] = ωω[0][0] (noise only)(noise only)
ΗΗ1 : x[0] = 1 + 1 : x[0] = 1 + ωω[0] [0] (signal in noise)(signal in noise)

Since noise is assumed to be zero mean:Since noise is assumed to be zero mean:

x[0] > x[0] > ½½ (Signal is present)(Signal is present)
x[0] < x[0] < ½½ (Only noise is present)(Only noise is present)
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Repeat the ExperimentRepeat the Experiment
Observe x[0] for 100 realisationsObserve x[0] for 100 realisations

σσ²² = 0,05= 0,05 σσ²² = 0,5= 0,5
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The PDFThe PDF

The Probability Density Function of noiseThe Probability Density Function of noise
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The performance of each detector will depend 
upon how different the PDFs of x[0] are under 
each Hypothesis.
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PDFsPDFs for x[0] for signal present or for x[0] for signal present or 
absentabsent

σ ² = 0,05 σ ² = 0,5
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Choosing between H0 and H1Choosing between H0 and H1

ΗΗ0 : x[0] = 0 : x[0] = ωω[0][0] (Noise only (Noise only 
Hypothesis)Hypothesis)

ΗΗ1 : x[0] = 1 + 1 : x[0] = 1 + ωω[0][0] (Signal present Hypothesis)(Signal present Hypothesis)
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The Gaussian PDFThe Gaussian PDF

Normal PDFNormal PDF
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µµ is the meanis the mean

σσ²² is the Varianceis the Variance

It is denoted N(It is denoted N(µµ,,σσ²²))

Special:Special:

Cumulative Distribution Function Cumulative Distribution Function ΦΦ(x)(x)

Right Tail Probability or Complementary Cumulative Right Tail Probability or Complementary Cumulative 
Distribution Function Distribution Function Q(xQ(x) = 1 ) = 1 -- ΦΦ(x)(x)
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Right Tail ProbabilityRight Tail Probability

The rightThe right--tail Probability is the probability of tail Probability is the probability of 
exceeding a given valueexceeding a given value
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CHICHI--SQUARED PDF (Central)SQUARED PDF (Central)

The chiThe chi--squared PDF is denoted by squared PDF is denoted by χχ²²nn and is and is 
defined asdefined as

n is an Integer with n>= 1 and is called freedomn is an Integer with n>= 1 and is called freedom

It becomes Gaussian if n becomes largeIt becomes Gaussian if n becomes large

It arises as the PDF where x=sum(It arises as the PDF where x=sum(χχ²) for i=1 to ²) for i=1 to 
n if n if χχ ~ N(0,1) and ~ N(0,1) and χχ’s are independent and ’s are independent and 
identically distributed IIDidentically distributed IID
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CHICHI--SQUARED PDF (Central) (2)SQUARED PDF (Central) (2)

For n=1 the PDF For n=1 the PDF 
is infinite at x = 0is infinite at x = 0

E(xE(x)=n)=n

var(xvar(x)=2n)=2n
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Decision TheoryDecision Theory

Simple hypothesis testing ProblemSimple hypothesis testing Problem

Classical Approach:Classical Approach:

NeymanNeyman Pearson theoremPearson theorem

Bayesian approach based on minimum Bayesian approach based on minimum 
BayesBayes riskrisk
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NeymanNeyman--Pearson Theorem (1)Pearson Theorem (1)

Observe a realisation of a random variable Observe a realisation of a random variable 
whose PDF is either N(0,1) or N(1,1)whose PDF is either N(0,1) or N(1,1)

N(N(µµ,,σσ²²) denotes ) denotes GausianGausian PDF with mean PDF with mean µµ and and 
variance variance σσ²²

Only a single observation x[0]Only a single observation x[0]

We have to choose among two competing We have to choose among two competing 
hypotheses:hypotheses: ΗΗ0 : 0 : µµ = 0= 0 (Null H.)(Null H.)

ΗΗ1 : 1 : µµ = 1= 1 (Alternative H.)(Alternative H.)

Binary hypothesis testBinary hypothesis test
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Error TypesError Types

Decide H1 if x[0] > ½ Decide H1 if x[0] > ½ thresholdthreshold

ERROR Type I ERROR Type I decide H1 but H0 is truedecide H1 but H0 is true
ERROR Type II ERROR Type II decide H0 but H1 is truedecide H0 but H1 is true

These Errors are unavoidable!These Errors are unavoidable!
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ProbabilitiesProbabilities

HypothesesHypotheses ΗΗ0 : X[0] = 0 : X[0] = ωω[0] [0] 
ΗΗ1 : X[0] = s[0] + 1 : X[0] = s[0] + ωω[0][0]

S[0]=1 and S[0]=1 and ωω[0] ~ N(0,1)[0] ~ N(0,1)

P(H1;H0) Probability of False Alarm P(H1;H0) Probability of False Alarm PPFAFA

P(H1;H1) Probability of DetectionP(H1;H1) Probability of Detection PPDD

We wish to maximize PWe wish to maximize PD D subject to the constraint subject to the constraint 
PPFAFA= = αα
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NeymanNeyman--Pearson Theorem (2)Pearson Theorem (2)

Theorem:Theorem:
To maximize for a given  decide H1 ifTo maximize for a given  decide H1 if

where the threshold is found fromwhere the threshold is found from

L(xL(x) is termed the ) is termed the likelihood ratiolikelihood ratio
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Minimum Probability of ErrorMinimum Probability of Error

In digital communications a “0” or “1” is equal In digital communications a “0” or “1” is equal 
likelylikely
Now we have: Now we have: H0 (H0 (““00”” sent)sent)

H1 (H1 (““11”” sent)sent)

P(H0) = P(H1) = P(H0) = P(H1) = ½½ where P(H0) and P(H1) arewhere P(H0) and P(H1) are
the prior probabilities of the respectivethe prior probabilities of the respective
Hypothesis. This type of approach is theHypothesis. This type of approach is the
Bayesian approach.Bayesian approach.
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Minimum Probability of Error (2)Minimum Probability of Error (2)

Probability of error Probability of error PPee

PPee = = PPrr{decide{decide H0,H1 true} + H0,H1 true} + PPrr{decide{decide H1,H0 trueH1,H0 true

= P(H0|H1)P(H1) + P(H1|H0)P(H0)= P(H0|H1)P(H1) + P(H1|H0)P(H0)

Minimizing the error probabilityMinimizing the error probability

Decide H1 if: P(H1|x) > P(H0|x)Decide H1 if: P(H1|x) > P(H0|x)

γ=>
)1(

)0(

)0|(

)1|(

HP

HP

Hxp

Hxp
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MAP DetectorMAP Detector

minimizes minimizes PePe for any prior probability for any prior probability 

Effect of prior probability on decision regionsEffect of prior probability on decision regions
1.1. P(H0) = P(H1) = ½ P(H0) = P(H1) = ½ 

2.2. P(H0) = 1/4 , P(H1) = ¾ P(H0) = 1/4 , P(H1) = ¾ 
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CrossCross--Reference of StatisticalReference of Statistical
Terms for Binary Hypothesis TestingTerms for Binary Hypothesis Testing

Probability of detection (PProbability of detection (PDD))Power of test (1Power of test (1-- ββ))

Probability of miss (PProbability of miss (PMM))Probability of Type II error (Probability of Type II error (ββ))

Probability of FA (PProbability of FA (PFAFA))Level of significance (Level of significance (αα))

Miss (M)Miss (M)Type II errorType II error

False Alarm (FFalse Alarm (FAA))Type I errorType I error

Signal present decision RegionSignal present decision RegionCritical RegionCritical Region

Signal + noise hypothesisSignal + noise hypothesisAlternative Hypothesis (H1)Alternative Hypothesis (H1)

Noise only hypothesisNoise only hypothesisNull hypothesis (H0)Null hypothesis (H0)

DetectorDetectorTest statistic (Test statistic (T(xT(x) and ) and 
threshold (threshold (γγ))))

EngineersEngineersStatisticiansStatisticians


